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A new product from Tylö is one of the best presents you can give yourself. 

That’s because all the products that bear our name have been developed 

with one aim in mind – to provide the ultimate in wellbeing for body and soul.

 On the pages that follow, you will find a wide range of products for sau-

nas, steam baths and showers – all with the distinctive Tylö hallmarks of 

attractive design, practical functions and the very highest quality. There is 

also a selection of accessories designed to make every bathing experience 

even more enjoyable. Take the first steps towards true relaxation in surround-

ings that refresh and revitalise. Read on and let yourself be inspired …

Welcome to a  
world of wellbeing.
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Warmth and water are the basis for all life – and for all that we do here at Tylö. Since the early 

1950s we have been developing, manufacturing and marketing high quality products that have 

helped raise bathing to the art of relaxation and enjoyment.

 Today Tylö leads the way worldwide in creating inspiring environments for saunas, showers 

and steam bathing, both at home and in public facilities. We lead the field in terms of the 

breadth of our range, the quality and design of our products and the degree of technical inno-

vation. And, to ensure that we can always be 100% certain of supplying the high quality that  

our customers have learned to expect of Tylö, we manufacture the components and assemble 

the equipment in our own purpose-built premises.

 That’s why a Tylö product is always the safest of choices when you want to enjoy the  

pleasures of warmth and water – or a combination of both – to the full.

Warmth and water.
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When you choose a product from Tylö, high quality comes as standard. Our quality-mindedness is reflected 

in all aspects of our operations, from design and product development to the choice of materials, manu-

facturing processes, service and support.

 Quality is also evident in our commitment to the environment. Clean water as a source of health and 

pleasure forms the basis for all our shower products, for instance. That’s why we take our responsibility  

to the environment seriously. Our manufacturing processes are completely clean. There are no harmful 

emissions from any stage of the production process. The timber we use comes from responsibly managed 

forests in Scandinavia, the Baltic states and North America. None of our timber is taken from the world’s 

precious rain forests. All plastic components are manufactured from environmentally certified raw materials. 

And, last but not least, we make optimum use of the resources we consume. Timber waste is used for heat-

ing, plastic waste is ground into granules and every scrap of metal is recycled.

 Concern for the environment is more than just a priority with us. It is yet another opportunity to demon-

strate our commitment to quality – not least, the quality of life. Today and tomorrow.

Quality and the environment.



There are many ways to enjoy a bath, each one equally refreshing in its own particular way. When it comes to 

bathing with Tylö, the common denominators are relaxation and a sense of wellbeing for body and soul – either 

alone or in the company of family or friends. No matter what your personal preference, we have a wide range of 

quality products for you to choose from. 

 A brief description of the various bathing options follows. Simply choose one or more that you would like to 

enjoy whenever you wish to relax at home. 

Different humidity. Different 
temperatures. Different pleasures.
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Traditional sauna.
Scandinavian sauna bathing takes two traditional forms. The classic 
sauna is best enjoyed at temperatures of 75–90°C in a relative humi-
dity of 20–35%. Now and then you sprinkle a ladle of water over the 
hot sauna stones and feel the unique, tingling sensation as wave  
after wave of heat penetrates deep into your skin. Your pores open, 
you perspire freely and dead skin cells simply disappear in the 
shower. Rounding off by pouring water over the stones is part  
of the ritual. 
 A slightly more extreme variation on this theme is the dry sauna 
in very high temperatures (95–110°C) and an almost totally dry  
atmosphere. This form of sauna bathing is popular among those 
who like to feel the searing sensation of heat on their skin, when 
perspiration is the only way to cool the body. For devotees of tradi-
tional sauna bathing, we recommend a classic Tylö heater or a 
model from the Mega series.

Steam sauna.
A gentler form of sauna in 45–65°C, which many people experience 
as the ideal bathing temperature. A continuous and automatic sup-
ply of steam ensures constant humidity of 40–65%. The result is a 
more temperate bathing climate that tempts both young and old to 
linger a little longer. Just like traditional saunas, steam saunas pro-
duce the same sensation of clean, fresh skin and give you the same 
opportunity to unwind and relax both body and soul.
 For that touch of ultimate luxury, you can perfume the air with  
invigorating herbs or fragrant essences. If you want to enjoy steam 
saunas and traditional hot and dry saunas, choose Tylö Combi – an 
ingenious solution that combines all the options in one single heater. 

Steam bathing.
A steam bath is not to be confused with the steam sauna. To enjoy 
a modern steam bath you leave the realm of the wooden sauna 
cabin and relax instead in a specially designed room finished in 
glass, plastic or tiles. The humidity level is a constant 100%.  
However, the temperature doesn’t rise above 40–45°C, so you  
can enjoy the experience for as long as you like and lose yourself  
in clouds of soothing steam. 

If you are thinking of installing a steam bath at home, a practical  
solution is to let the same facilities serve as a conventional shower 
as well. Just complement your choice of a Tylö VA or VB steam gen-
erator with a mixer tap and a sprinkler. Alternatively, Tylette Centre 
and Tylö Felicity combine shower functions with an integral genera-
tor for steam bathing. 

Infra saunas.
This form of bathing is based on infrared radiation and has little in 
common with sauna bathing as such. The equipment Tylö uses 
emits IR-B and IR-C radiation. This penetrates deep into the body 
and is widely used by beauticians the world over to enhance the  
efficacy of a number of skin treatments. Infrared radiation is also 
used as a medical therapy to alleviate the effects of rheumatism, 
tense muscles and similar aches and pains. It is a well-known fact 
that heat in all its forms stimulates the body and enhances the sen-
sation of mental and physical wellbeing. So it’s no exaggeration to 
say that Tylö infra cabins are in investment in good health, for body 
and soul alike. 
 As Tylö infrared panels are fully-contained separate units, they 
can also be installed in existing sauna rooms. 

Multi-saunas. 
Installing Tylö infrared panels together with a Tylö sauna heater  
in one and the same bathroom is the optimum solution. In addition 
to their other positive effects, infrared heaters heat up the sauna 
quickly. This means you can start the bathing cycle almost imme-
diately, enabling you to squeeze in a relaxing sauna when you 
would otherwise not have had time. 
 Enjoying the benefits of infrared radiation on your body at the 
same time as the sauna heater heats up the air in the sauna room  
is a solution well worth considering – and one which satisfies all  
the different preferences of the family for the best possible bathing 
experience.



From practical corner solutions that give you maximum flexibility when planning and positioning 

your shower, via a complete home spa to our new, multifunctional shower room, Tylö Felicity. 

 The choice may be big, but you don’t need a big bathroom to make use of it. All our prod-

ucts have been specially designed to fit standard-sized bathrooms. The new Tylö Felicity, for  

example, with its built-in steam bath function, doesn’t require any more room than a conventional 

corner shower. And the generously appointed Tylette Centre hydro-steam cabinet takes up no 

more floor space than a corner bathtub. 

 So, if you’re thinking about freshening up your bathroom with a new shower, it makes sense 

to take a look at what Tylö has to offer. Intelligent functions combined with exquisite design. 

That’s what makes Tylö showers not only a pleasure to use, but also a joy to behold.

Showers.
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Tylö Felicity – the multi shower 
that knows no limits.
Tylö designers and product engineers have created what must surely be the perfect steam 

shower – Tylö Felicity. This bathing beauty is our top-of-the-range model, combining contem-

porary styling and innovative technology in a shower and steam cabinet that sets a new stand-

ard for bathing in the twenty-first century. 

 Using no more floor space than a conventional shower, Tylö Felicity gives you a complete 

home spa, packed full of attractive features. What do you say to a steam bath, cascade and 

cloudburst functions, massage nozzles – and, of course, a refreshing and relaxing conventional 

shower, as well? Tylö Felicity also incorporates a number of patent pending solutions. These in-

clude the unique floor which, despite its low step-in height, has a built-in water trap and adjust-

able wastepipe. And then there’s the fold-down seat with an integral backrest that converts in a 

trice into a bench for two to sit in comfort.

 Tylö Felicity has been designed as an exclusive steam shower for domestic use, but it can 

also be installed in public spas, hotels and wherever else owners wish to let their guests enjoy  

a little extra luxury. 



Smart functions that make 
everyday life easier and 
more enjoyable. 
All Tylö Felicity models have a built-in steam 
generator, thermostatically controlled mixer 
tap, a hand-held sprinkler and control pan-
el, a ceiling with an integrated shower func-
tion, a comfortable seat, two gently round-
ed doors in tempered safety glass and a 
floor tray with water trap and adjustable 
wastepipe. You can install Tylö Felicity in 
corners or as a freestanding cabinet.
The more exclusive models also have ad-
justable nozzles for body massage, cascade 
and cloudburst functions and interior light-
ing that bathes the entire bathroom in a re-
laxing glow. In these versions the seat back 
also converts simply into a two-seat bench.

Ceiling shower unit – dual function 
shower: a circular ceiling shower and relax-
ing “rain therapy”. 

Adjustable massage nozzles for body 
massage that both relaxes and refreshes.

Water cascade helps relieve the tension 
in tired neck and back muscles.

In-built steam generator for bathing in 
clouds of soothing steam. The generator 
has automatic fill-up, emptying and flushing 
functions. 

Lighting in ceiling shower and cas-
cade casts a pleasant light in the shower.

Hand-held shower and thermo-
statically controlled mixer tap in  
the front service column adds the finish- 
ing touch – practical when you want  

to start the shower without getting wet.

Unique floor tray design that combines 
a low step-in height with a water trap and 
adjustable wastepipe. The design also im-
proves flexibility when placing the shower 
and adjusting the height from above. 

Twin glass doors for maximum flexibility.

Easy-to-operate control panel on the 
front service column for setting time, tem-
perature, steam and lighting.  

Finest quality materials – 6 mm tem-
pered safety glass, anodised aluminium 
profiles in a warm hue and a sturdy, fully 
steamtight construction.

Elegant interior with shelf compartments 
and a unique seat that converts simply into 
a bench for two.
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E Q U I P M E N T  –  T Y L Ö  F E L I C I T Y  B A S I C :  

Ceiling shower  •  Hand shower  •  Steam generator  •  Folding seat  •  Floor tray  •  Roof    
Doors and walls in 6 mm tempered safety glass  •  Front column in anodised aluminium

Extra pleasure comes as standard even with the basic version of Tylö Felicity. This steam show-

er has a built-in steam generator so you can bathe while cosseted in clouds of pleasant steam. 

Add a dash of Tylö fragrances and you can also enjoy the refreshing sensation of aromatherapy. 

Tylö Felicity Basic shower room.

The ceiling shower and the hand-held 
shower are both operated from a thermo-
statically controlled mixer tap mounted on 
the service column – a practical solution 
when you want to start the shower without 
getting wet. Here too is the control panel 
for regulating bathing temperature, time 
and lighting.
 The design is a study in restrained ele-
gance, where the tone is set by the alumini-
um front column in a warm shade of ano-
dised aluminium. The tempered glass doors 
have generous aluminium handles which 
also double as towel rails. The 6 mm thick 
tempered safety glass in the rear walls con-
tributes to the sturdy, steamtight construc-
tion. And, thanks to its twin doors, Tylö  
Felicity gives you plenty of options when 
planning a functional bathroom layout. 

The unique, patented floor tray construc-
tion combines a low step-in height with a 
water trap and adjustable wastepipe. The 
design also improves flexibility when plac-
ing the shower and adjusting the height 
from above.
 Tylö Felicity Basic comes ready for sim-
ple connection to the water supply. For 
connection to the electricity supply you will 
need two 10 amp fuses. The in-built gener-
ator (max 4.5 kW) is convertible between 
230 V~ and 400 V2N~. Recommended  
water pressure 4 bar and 50 litres/minute.
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Tylö Felicity Basic (Art. 9607 4500)
Size: 1060 x 1060 mm, exterior height  
2205 mm, interior height 2010 mm.
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E Q U I P M E N T  –  T Y L Ö  F E L I C I T Y  M I D I :  

Ceiling shower with light and rain function  •  4 massage nozzles for your back  •  Hand shower  
Steam generator  •  Folding seat with backrest/bench  •  Floor tray  •  Roof  •  Doors and walls in 
6 mm tempered safety glass  •  Front column in white with chrome trim

With Tylö Felicity Midi you take a further step upwards on the scale of bathing bliss. In addition to all the features 

of the Basic version, the Midi has four high-pressure water nozzles to massage your back. There is also a refresh-

ing “raindrop” function. The ceiling shower is a Tylö registered design that lets you choose between a ring-

shaped curtain of water and a relaxing “rain therapy” function with water from the entire ceiling. 

Tylö Felicity Midi.

You set the steam bathing function and all 
the other water functions using the control 
panel. This has pride of place on the front 
service column beside the thermostatically 
controlled mixer tap and the hand shower.
 The folding seat has a patent pending 
construction that you will appreciate when-
ever you share the shower. All you need to 
do is to move the backrest forwards and  
– hey presto! – it turns into a bench with 
room for two.
 The elegant design owes much to the 

aluminium front column with its decorative 
white panel – the perfect match for the 
shower seat. The two gently rounded doors 
and both rear walls are made of 6 mm tem-
pered safety glass. The aluminium handles 
on the doors can also be used for hanging 
towels etc. As the floor tray can be adjust-
ed from above, it is easy to place this steam 
shower exactly where you wish in your 
bathroom. 
 Tylö Felicity Midi comes ready for simple 
connection to the water supply. For con-

nection to the electricity supply you will 
need two 10 amp fuses. The built-in gener-
ator (max 4.5 kW) is convertible between 
230 V~ and 400 V2N~. Recommended  
water pressure 4 bar and 50 litres/minute.
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Tylö Felicity Midi (Art. 9607 4510)
Size: 1060 x 1060 mm, exterior height  
2205 mm, interior height 2010 mm.





When only the best is good enough, your choice of a steam shower is simple. One look at Feli-

city Premium and the exclusive teak panelling in the front column and seat says it all. This really 

is something out of the ordinary.

 As far as functions are concerned, Tylö Felicity Premium takes over where the generously 

appointed Midi version left off. This means a built-in steam generator for relaxing steam baths, 

a cloudburst function, thermostatically controlled mixer tap, hand-held shower and comfort-

able fold-down seat that converts in the twinkling of an eye into a shower bench for two. In ad-

dition, this model has a waterfall and six adjustable massage nozzles, four on the back and two 

on the front, to provide soothing massage for stiff and aching muscles. 

Tylö Felicity Premium multi shower.
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E Q U I P M E N T  –  T Y L Ö  F E L I C I T Y  P R E M I U M :  

Ceiling shower with light and rain function  •  Illuminated water cascade  •  4 massage  
nozzles for your back and 2 in front  •  Hand shower  •  Steam generator  •  Folding seat 
with backrest /bench  •  Floor tray  •  Roof  •  Doors and walls in 6 mm tempered safety 
glass  •  Front column in teak with chrome trim

The lamp integrated into the ceiling casts a 
pleasant light even when the shower is not 
in use. The illuminated cascade of water 
above the seat cools and refreshes you 
even in the hottest of steam baths. All the 
other water functions are conveniently con-
trolled from a panel on the inside of the 
front service column.
 The two rounded doors have aluminium 
handles on either side of the front column 
with its decorative teak panel. 6 mm tem-
pered safety glass in both doors and the 
two rear walls contributes to the safe,  
sturdy construction.
 Tylö Felicity Premium comes ready for 
simple connection to the water supply.  

For connection to the electricity supply you 
will need two 10 amp fuses. The built-in 
generator (max 4.5 kW) is convertible be-
tween 230 V~ and 400 V2N~. Recom-
mended water pressure 4 bar and 50 litres/
minute.

The elegantly designed seat and backrest 
form a patent pending construction that 
combines simplicity with ingenuity. Just 
fold down the seat for a comfortable place 
to sit and relax alone. Fold the backrest 
forwards, and you have a sturdy bench for 
two. (Available in teak with the Premium 
model and in white for the Midi.)  
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Tylö Felicity Premium 
(Art. 9607 4520)
Size: 1060 x 1060 mm, exterior height  
2205 mm, interior height 2010 mm.

As its name suggests this shower room is 
brimming with all sorts of practical features 
and ingenious functions that make every-
day life easier and more enjoyable. 



The ceiling shower is a Tylö 
registered design that lets you 
choose between a circular 
shower and a gentle “rain 
therapy” function from the  
entire ceiling. It also has built-
in lighting that creates a wel-
coming glow inside even 
when the steam shower is  
not in use. 



The waterfall that cascades from the rear col-
umn above the backrest (on the Premium 
model) not only cools and refreshes; the  
water also has a gentle massaging effect that 
can work wonders on stiff necks and backs. 

The Premium model really does live up to its 
name. The equipment includes six adjustable 
massage nozzles – four on the rear column, 
two on the front – to help soothe tired and 
aching muscles.
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Tylette Centre takes up no more floor space than an ordinary corner bathtub, but offers much more in the way  

of comfort, convenience and flexibility. This hydro-steam cabinet turns bathing from a practical necessity into  

a highly pleasurable way to relax, recharge your batteries and get ready to face the challenges of a new day. 

 It brings more choice into your bathroom – a self-contained world of water and steam where you can sit  

in comfort, unwind in clouds of soothing steam and enjoy the invigorating effect of all sorts of water therapy.  

And, so you can share these moments of bathing bliss, there are two fully integrated shower seats. 

Room for more choice in the bathroom.

Tylette Centre  
hydro-steam cabinet
Generously equipped with steam bath, 
tropical cloudburst, cascade, body mas-
sage and shower functions – packaged in  
a stunningly attractive design.
 The elegantly curved, tempered glass 
front has a space-saving sliding door that 
can be fitted to open left or right and gives 
a full 60 cm access width. The door may be 
hung on the right- or left-hand side. Two 
comfortable seats, one placed in the cor-

ner, are integrated into the wall sections, 
and all the connections for water and elec-
tricity, together with the steam generator 
are hidden behind the large mirrored wall. 
The cabinet can be angled to facilitate in-
stallation, but it is not possible to install this 
particular model mirror fashion. It comes 
complete with decorative halogen lighting 
inside and out.
 Designed for corner installation. Con-
nect to electricity (min. 10A), water supply 
and drainage. The steam generator 

* Integral steam generator
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(4.5 kW) is convertible between 230 V~ and 
400 V2N~. Minimum water pressure: 2.5 
bar. Run-off capacity: 50 litres per minute.

Tylette Centre (Art. 9607 3300)
White walls. Size: 1420 x 1420 mm, height 
1980 mm.

Floor decking (Art. 9005 9020)
Optional extra: exclusive teak decking, spe-
cially made to fit the dimensions of Tylette 
Centre.



Integral steam generator for relaxing 
bathing in clouds of soothing steam. The 
generator fills, empties and flushes auto-
matically.

Tropical cloudburst – a sensational  
experience, at least as refreshing as the 
real thing.

Body massage – effectively placed noz-
zles direct jets of invigorating water. 

Waterfall function releases a cascade  
of water over your head and shoulders to 
relax tired and aching muscles.

Complete shower kit with chrome- 

plated riser and sprinkler head with shower 
function that adjusts from a gentle spray to 
a pulsating jet of water.

Thermostatically controlled mixer 
tap in an elegant, chrome-plated construc-
tion – high quality and easy to operate.

Space-saving sliding door made from 
the finest materials. Install to open left or 
right.

Recessed halogen lighting provides 
just the right level of illumination inside the 
bathing cabinet and out. 

Easy-to-operate control panel shows 

time, temperature, steam-bath and lighting 
settings.

Finest material quality – vacuum-
formed, special-grade plastic, tempered 
safety glass and aluminium profiles for a 
safe, sturdy, steam- and watertight con-
struction.

Comfort and convenience with integral 
seat and practical shelf compartments in 
the walls. 

Fragrance holder for natural essences 
spreads a pleasant, refreshing scent in the 
steam bath.
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Tylö offers a variety of corner showers for domestic use and public facilities alike. They may look very different, 

but they all have one thing in common – the high quality that has become a byword for Tylö. 

 One of the big advantages of our corner showers is their simplicity. All you need is a water supply and a 

wastepipe or floor drain connected to the wastewater system. Another advantage is flexibility. You can fold away 

one of our corner showers when it’s not in use, or equip another to serve as a steam room. And the size and 

shape is up to you. No one offers the same combination of quality, simplicity and flexibility as Tylö.

Corner showers for every bathroom.
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Parant corner shower
(Art. 8900 9100)
Exclusive corner shower with a curved slid-
ing door and front in clear tempered safety 
glass with natural anodised aluminium pro-
files. The door runs on soft-suspension, 
roller-bearing wheels for smooth, silent  
operation and has magnetic strips for reli-
able, watertight closing. Optional right-
hand/left-hand access: opening 600 cm.
 The ingenious pivoting wall profiles give 
Parant a huge advantage over other corner 
showers – unique flexibility for a perfect fit 
in every corner. 

Size: Adjustable, see sketches below. 
Height 1850 mm.

Parant Center  
(Art. 8900 9102)
As above but with centre access and 
slightly higher walls (1900 mm). You can 
combine Parant Center with shower walls 
to give you even greater flexibility to cus-
tomise your own shower design. See the 
suggestions below.

Shower walls
Fixed side wall for installations with Parant 
Center. Natural anodised aluminium profiles 
and plain, clear safety glass. 

Wall 50 (Art. 8900 0337)

Wall 70 (Art. 8900 0340)

Parant. Examples of  
sizes for fully flexible 
corner installations.

Parant Center + 2 x Wall 70 
+ 2 x SP Linking strip.

2 x Parant Center +  
1 x SP Linking strip.

Parant: Sizes for regular 
corner installation.

S H O W E R S  1 0 0 – 1 0 1
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Diamant (Art. 8900 9120)
Attractively designed corner shower with 
the door set at an angle. Door and walls in 
sturdy natural anodised aluminium profi les 
and clear safety glass. The door glides to 
and fro with just a whisper on soft-suspen-
sion, roller-bearing wheels and has a se-
cure brush-strip seal. It can be installed to 
open right or left (opening width: 450 mm).

Size: 960 x 960 mm, height 1900 mm.

O P T I O N A L A C C E S S O R I E S  

Diamant can also be fi tted with a steam 
bath. Add Diamant roof dome (see below) 
and suitable fi ller profi les. For details of 
steam generators, see page 114. 

Diamant roof dome 
(Art. 8911 0540)
One-piece roof dome in special-grade 
plastic with assembly profi les of natural an-
odised aluminium. Specially designed to fi t 
Diamant corner showers. 

Perfect combination
Just add a roof dome, a VB steam genera-
tor and a CC control panel and you can 
transform Diamant into a sensational 
steam bath.
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Swing (Art. 8900 9125)
Swing is ideal where space is at a premium. 
Two elegantly curved door sections in  
6 mm tempered safety glass. Adjustable 
aluminium side posts wide enough to allow 
room for the passage of surface-mounted 
pipes. The door sections open both in-
wards and outwards, and stay put automat-
ically at the chosen position. By folding the 
doors in when the shower is not in use, you 
free up the maximum amount of floor 
space.
 IMPORTANT! As this shower has no 
floor-seal it is recommended primarily for 
shower rooms where the floor slopes 
towards a waste outlet. As there is no 
threshold the shower is practical for  
disabled people.

Size: 900 x 900 mm, height 1900 mm.

Filler profiles
You can use these natural anodised alumin-
ium assembly profiles to make it easier to 
adapt your shower to the size of your bath-
room.

UPH (Art. 9022 8105)
For use where water pipes are surface 
mounted or for increasing the installation 
size by 55 mm. 

SP Linking strip  
(Art. 9022 8115)
Profile for linking shower wall to Parant. 

KP Combi-profile  
(Art. 9022 8125)
T-shaped linking strip.
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The Tylö name is a registered trademark  
in 74 countries all over the world. The com-
pany was founded in 1949 by Sven-Olof 
Janson.
 Tylö AB is a well-established manufac-
turer with considerable market shares and 
all the resources necessary to ensure sta-
ble growth. This provides the foundation 
that makes Tylö AB a secure partner for the 
future.

Our highly successful concept is built on 
offering products of high quality which pro-
mote relaxation, enjoyment and the pleas-
ure of bathing. All the products that bear 
our name have been developed and manu-
factured by Tylö. Today our products are 
exported to more than 80 countries on eve-
ry continent, and export sales currently ac-
count for more than 75% of our total pro-
duction.

The Tylö factory is located in a modern  
industrial area close to the centre of Halm-
stad, Sweden. The factory has been exten-
ded more than a dozen times since 1959, 
most recently to give a factory floor area of 
30,000 sq.m. The company has enjoyed an 
AAA credit rating (Dun & Bradstreet) for 
many years and all investments in land, 
buildings and machinery have been  
financed with internal resources.

About Tylö.
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Registered office, factory and warehouse: Svarvaregatan 6, SE-302 50 Halmstad, Sweden
Tel: +46 35-299 00 00  •  Fax: +46 35-299 01 98  •  E-mail: info@tylo.se  •  Website: www.tylo.com
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Layout and production: hstd reklambyrå. 

Text: Gert-Åke Kegg. Photos: Anders Sällström, Göran Örtegren, and others. Stylist: Kicki Lindblom. Print: Skånetryck. Translation: AB Språkman

We would also like to express our thanks to: Danzani, Svenska Kakel and Sea Lounge, www.sealounge.se. 

© The contents of this publication may not be reproduced in part or in whole without written permission from Tylö. Tylö reserves the right to amend 

specifications of materials, construction and design.
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